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Preface:
The only way to analyze any aspect-of-anything or Theories Of Everything requires
a Complete overview of General Relativity. Albert Einstein analyzed GR with
continuous quantities because he did not like the Statistical Characteristics of all
developed Quantum Theories. So, even though he was the first to discover that the
EM-field can be represented mathematically by Elementary Particles called Photons,
he still refused to analyze his Theories of Special & General Relativity with
Elementary Particles.
In Einstein's analyses of GR he discovered that any valid analysis should comply to
the Comprehensive Action Principle. In other words, any correct MathematicalModel should include the Gravitational Field and the resulting Curvature of SpaceTime!
However, Albert Einstein never analyzed the CAP requirement on the description of
Elementary Particles. Besides this he also did not study the property called Spin of
Particles. And when analyzing the usual definition of Spin of Elementary Particles
described by “Intrinsic Angular-Momentum”, it is at-once completely logic why
Einstein did not want to study Quantum Mechanics.
If Einstein had analyzed Spin of Elementary Particles himself, he would have most
probably written this Spin out mathematically explicitly.
When Spin is described explicitly, it becomes logical that only the spin in the
direction-of-motion of a particle is conserved. The Gravitational-Field should be
represented by an uncharged massless Elementary Spin2 Boson. As a result the QM
wave-function of an invisible Graviton repeats itself twice when the wave-function is
rotated a complete circle of 2π radians around the Direction-of-Motion. This
characteristic completely explains why the Gravitational-Field must be analyzed
mathematically in two mathematical Orthogonal ways! This explains why the
Riemann-Christoffel tensor Rμνρσ has 2 x 10 = 20 Degrees-of-Freedom, i.e. the 10
Degrees-of-Freedom of the Ricci-tensor Rμν Doubled.
Writing out Spin in the CAP-required dual-manner at-once implies: All Elementary
Particles must be described as Ideal Harmonic Oscillating waves in the 2D-plane
Orthogonal to the Direction-of-Motion of the particle. The average extensiveness
from the inertial-frame with origin at the average-position (the QM point-position of
the analyzed particle) moving with the particle now appears to be proportional to the
half-integer spin > 0 in the case of Fermions and proportional to the integer spin > 0
in the case of Bosons.
When analyzing Elementary Particles as Dual Harmonic Oscillating waves in the
2D-plane orthogonal to the Direction-of-Motion in the only mathematical-knots
allowing possible 4D-Spacetime all possible Theories Of Everything with everything
in these Complete Non-Reducible analyses become Completely Logical to any
mathematician!
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What are Elementary Particles?
With easy imaginable “linear” mathematical tools, Elementary Particles can only be the
Complete Non-Reducible Representations of All Possible Symmetry-Groups in the
Complete Non-Reducible possible n  ℕ\{0, 1} dimensional Space-time-analyses.
The ónly allowed Space-time analysis that allows mathematical-Knots is the Easy-Imaginable 4D-Spacetime
analysis. This was proven in the summer of 2003 by Grigori Perelman, when he helped Prof. Dr. Richard
S. Hamilton in proving the Poincaré-conjecture. Besides proving the Poincaré-conjecture Grigori Perelman
in his published 3 papers also showed that mathematical(closed)-Knots can ónly be analyzed in 4DSpacetime. One aspect about Relativistic 4D-Spacetime is the Logical-Fact that it's the ónly DimensionalSpace-time that is Easy-Imaginable by Linear-Mathematical Analyses.
When finishing his papers/publications on General Relativity Albert Einstein also published the so-called
Comprehensive Action Principle. Required compliance to the CAP implies Including the GravitationalAction with Curvature of Space-Time in any Correct Scientific Analysis of Anything or Everything!
Einstein himself did NOT include the spin of the Graviton, however when the spin2 of the Graviton is also
included in the required CAP-compliant Analyses, the mathematical requirements of the CAP can be stated
as follows:
Describe Elementary-Particles as Ideal (Friction-less) Harmonic-Oscillators in the 2D-plane
Orthogonal to the Direction-of-Motion (i.e. SR-worldline). This mathematical description must be analyzed
in a Completely “spin 2” Doubled manner, for example by using 2 consecutive DE's with 1st order propertime derivatives from the Inertial-frame with origin moving with the assumed Point-Particle position in all
not-understood SR QFT resulting into the so-called Standard-Model of Point-Particle-Physics. As a result of
Spherical-Symmetry when rotating the so-called wave-function of an analyzed Elementary Particle around
the axis-of-motion we have to use Boundary-Conditions to be able to Completely-Solve the DE's. The BC
of the DE's again are spin2 Dual: The BC of the Exact solvable DE's are either Open-BC or Closed-BC.
At this moment it's best to make the most suitable choice for the to-be-used set of 4D-coordinates:
Based on Symmetry of the Ideal Harmonic Oscillating point in the 2D-plane Orthogonal to the
described Direction-of-Motion the best set of coordinates are polar-coordinates. These coordinates, given in
a complete symmetrical description, must be in the complex-plane given by: (cτ, iρ, iθ, iz), where Co- and
Contra-variant 4-vectors are symmetrical-identical. Choose the Inertial-Frame moving in the positive z-axis
as time passes, with a time-coordinate τ used for the description of the Ideal Harmonic Oscillation from this
Inertial-frame moving with Origin at the Average SR-worldline of the Orthogonal Oscillating mathematicalPoint. Here one should realize that for a mass-less Elementary Particle proper-time stops when measured
from the Inertial-Frame moving with origin at the average position of the Oscillating particle! However,
because the (mass-less) Particle still Oscillates described from this Inertial-Frame even though it already
moves with the Speed-of-Light MUST still be able to be described from this Inertial-Frame! It's just another
aspect of Theory-of-Relativity when Analyzing Extended Ideal Harmonic Oscillating Point-Particles to
describe Zero-Rest-mass of Elementary Particles in compliance to the CAP.
When analyzing the Spin of Elementary Particles in compliance to the CAP , this requires the so-called
Intrinsic Angular-Momentum to be described mathematically as an Ideal Harmonic Oscillating Motion in the
2D-plane Orthogonal to the direction-of-motion. I.e. besides Energy proportional to a frequency every
Elementary Particle must also possess a non-zero Constant Angular-Momentum, usually not-understood
called

Spin

in QM.
2π

Spin is associated with Rotational-Symmetry around the axis-of-motion by:

Δθ =

(1)
s

With s > 0 the integer-spin of Bosons or “Dual” half-integer-spin of Fermions.
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As a direct result the Ideal Harmonic Oscillating wave-function of a spin2 Graviton repeats itself twice when
the wave-function is rotated one complete circle of 2π-radians around the direction-of-motion. This explains
why a spin2 boson results in a Doubling of Degrees-of-Freedom. On the other side, a spin½ neutrino can
only be observed with Left-handed chirality, while it's anti-neutrino's can only be observed with Righthanded chirality. Remember that neutrino's even though they have a total integrated charge resulting in an
uncharged Elementary Particle they still posses both Ideal Harmonic-Oscillating Charge-density and Massdensity. This is why uncharged neutrino's have both non-zero Rest-masses and non-zero Bohr-magneton's.
But despite that, the Degrees-of-Freedom of a massive and also charged so-called Neutrino, must be halved
as a result of its spin½ property as explained in (1). Formula (1) is completely tested experimentally for
spin1 and spin½ Elementary Particles, but will be proven in this article on Mathematical Logical grounds to
be valid for all possible spin values of Elementary Particles (given in 5).
The spin2 Gravitational-Field is described by a Dual Symmetrical 4-tensor and an arbitrary transformationtensor Tμν can be described as the sum of 2 Orthogonal basic-tensors:
Tμν = Aμν + Sμν , with:

(2)

Aμν an Anti-Symmetrical 4-tensor with 6-degrees-of-freedom and S μν a Symmetrical 4-tensor with 10degrees-of-freedom. Both tensors Aμν and Sμν are mathematically completely independent, i.e. Orthogonal!
Two Complete Rotations of the wave-function of a Compound or Elementary spin½ particle results in
exactly the same wave-function again. And this mathematically results in only half of the Degrees-ofFreedom left for the possible specifying characteristics of spin½ Fermions. Likewise, half a complete
rotation of just π radians results in the same spin2 wave-function again. As a direct result of this
mathematical fact all mathematical characteristics of the Gravitational-Field must be described
Mathematically Dual: Straight 1D-lines will now have to be described as Curved-lines in a 2D-plane
orthogonal to the analyzed Direction-of-Motion.
According to the Dual CAP all Elementary Particles have to be described as Ideal Harmonic Oscillators in
the 2D-plane Orthogonal to the described Direction-of-Motion. This Property of Elementary-Particles
explains both the Energy proportional to a frequency and also the Conserved Spin in the Direction-ofMotion, i.e. the Conserved Helicity of rest-mass-less Elementary-Particles and the Conserved Chirality or socalled Handedness of massive particles.
Compliance to the CAP results into Elementary-Particles described by Extended Spinrepresentations. The Complete Non-Reducible Transformation-group of 4D-Spacetime (2) is as a result of
that also Re-presentable with mathematical Spin-representations:
Tμν = (Spin½  Spin2)  (Spin½  Spin1)

(3)

Here the first Spin½ (multiplied by the Symmetrical spin2 Gravitational-Field) of-course Represents the
Primary spin½ masses as sources of the Gravitational-Field and the second Spin½ (multiplied by the AntiSymmetrical spin1 Electromagnetic Field) of-course Represents the Primary Electrical charges as the sources
of this EM-field.
Consequently the ónly “Stable” existing spin-values of Particles can have the following Spin-values:
According to (3) the ónly Stable Spin-values are:

s  {½, 1, 2}

(4)

From (4) the Complete Set of possible Spin-values of Elementary-Particles are now given by:
The possible Spin-values of Elementary-Particles are: s  {½, 1, 1½, 2}

(5)

Exactly as was to be expected there are Dual Sources in the form of half-integer-spin Fermions of the also
Dual Integer-spin Boson Force-Fields. The sources are the Electrical Charges of the Anti-Symmetrical spin1
EM-field and the masses of the Orthogonal Symmetrical spin2 Gravitational-Field.
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In the Complete Non-Reducible set (4) of all possible spin-values of Stable Elementary- or CompoundParticles ónly the spin1½ of set (5) is not explained on Logical grounds. The Hadrons, i.e. the Compound
Baryons and Mesons/Gluons with respectively spin½ and spin1 are not yet analyzed. All Hadrons are build
from Quarks. Experimentally Quarks can NOT exist as Lone-Particles by themselves. In ordinary language
Quarks can ónly exist in a so-called always surrounding Quark-Sea.
Furthermore, Quarks in the Standard Model are described with Quantum Chromo-Dynamics as
spin½ Elementary-Particles with additional so-called Iso-Spin of also spin½ to end-up with the required 4
degrees-of-freedom. From the above Analyses it's at-once clear that Quarks can ónly be unstable spin1½
Fermions without iso-spin½. Quarks shall always either combine into Stable spin½ Fermions statistically
almost always build out-of 3 spin1½ Quarks or Stable spin1 Bosons statistically almost always build out-of 2
spin1½ Quarks. This at-once implies that all so-called Gluons representing the Strong Nuclear Force, which
lock Quarks of Hadrons together, are build out of 2 Quarks.
To explain the color-exchange of Quarks in color-neutral Hadrons mathematically Gluons must exist
out of Quark Anti-Quark pairs where the color of the Quark represents the new color of the exchanged Quark
and the color of the Anti-Quark represents the annihilated color of the “bombarded color-exchanged” Quark.
A direct result of this logical analysis is that all Gluons must have non-zero Rest-masses. In QCD Gluons are
in-correct assumed to be Elementary spin1 Bosons without Rest-masses!?!
We have Quarks and opposite-charged Anti-Quarks, however there are No Elementary Uncharged Quarks.
However, because Quarks are spin1½ Fermions, they should allow 4 different Quarks for each possible
Fermi-Family.
As a result, there are in total 4 x n different Quarks in a Universe with n Fermi-Families.
Our n = 3 Fermi-Families Universe as a direct result has in total 4 x 3 = 12 different Quarks:
Particle:
Up-Quark
Down-Quark
Charm-Quark
Strange-Quark
Top-Quark
Bottom-Quark

u
d
c
s
t
b

Anti-Particle:
Up-Anti-Quark
Down-Anti-Quark
Charm-Anti-Quark
Strange-Anti-Quark
Top-Anti-Quark
Bottom-Anti-Quark

ū
đ
All other Anti-Quarks are denoted by lines
above the letters.. .

.
.

(6)

Besides the Compound Fermions there are, of-course, also Elementary Fermions which are able to exist on
their own, because they posses “Stable” spin½ Angular-Momenta. Elementary Stable spin½ Fermions are
called Leptons. In a Complete Non-Reducible analysis of our Reality Leptons can have the following
different mathematical Representations:
Elementary Charged Particles and their Anti-Particles and the Total Integrated Uncharged (HarmonicOscillating) also Ideal Harmonic-Oscillating Particles with a resulting non-zero Bohr-magneton called
Neutrino's. In our 3 Fermi-Families Universe all possible different Leptons are given by:
Particle:

Anti-Particle:
Neutral-Particle:
(All possible Leptons posses non-zero Bohr-magnetons!)
Electron
Positron
Electron-Neutrino
Muon
Anti-Muon
Muon-Neutrino
Tauon
Anti-Tauon
Tauon-Neutrino
This gives a Total of 3 x n different Leptons in a Universe with n Fermi-Families.
So, the Total Amount of different (stable) Elementary Fermions in a Universe with n Fermi-Families is:
Amount of Fermions in an n Fermi-Families Universe is: ∑(Fermions) = 7 x n
Remember that the Strong-Nuclear-Forces must be combined Quark Anti-Quark massive spin1 Bosons to
exchange color-values of Quarks and cannot be Elementary assumed rest-mass-less spin1 Bosons.
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(7)

The Force-Particles, i.e. Bosons with Integer-spins, explained via the CAP must also be Dual:
Bosons are or Anti-Symmetrical Electric determined spin1 Bosons or Symmetrical Gravitational
determined spin2 Bosons. All Fundamental Bosons in any possible Universe must have Identical
Characteristics and can be derived Completely Non-Reducible Dual or from the Anti-Symmetrical Complete
Non-Reducible Gauge-Symmetry in the only possible 4D-Spacetime analyses which mathematically just
appears to be the Gauge-Symmetry of the so-called Standard Model of Particle Physics or from the
Orthogonal Symmetrical spin2 Gravitational-Field:
The Spin2 “invisible” DUAL Gravitational-Field Mathematically Complete Non-Reducible Represented by
the CAP compliant Ideal Harmonic-Oscillating point in the 2D-plane Orthogonal to the Direction-of-Motion.
This description Represents the rest-mass-less spin2 Graviton with all its dual-characteristics.
The Complete Non-Reducible Gauge-Symmetry in 4D-Spacetime just is the well-known Gauge-Symmetry
of the Standard Model:
U(1) x SU(2) x SU(3)
(8)
The 4 spin1 Bosons Represented by the Weinberg-Angle in the mixed U(1) x SU(2) Gauge-Symmetries:
First of all the second rest-mass-less spin1 Photon according to the CAP represented as an Ideal
Harmonic Oscillator again in the 2D-plane Orthogonal to the Direction-of-Motion. Spin1 Bosons réally are
the ónly-possible Elementary-Particles which can be Analyzed mathematically One-to-One. Secondly the 3
SU(2) Gauge-Bosons: The rest-mass > 0 Totally-Uncharged Z-boson with a non-zero Bohr-magneton and the
Electrically Charged, so also massive, W+ and W-- Gauge-Bosons.
In total we have 5 different Elementary-Bosons in each possible Universe: ∑(Elementary-Bosons) = 5

(9)

Here it should be realized that all Elementary-Particles with non-zero Rest-masses also always posses nonzero Ideal Harmonic-Oscillating Charge-densities in the 2D-plane orthogonal to the Direction-of-Movement
described by the SR-worldline.
With (7) and (9) one directly arrives at a formula for all possible Different Elementary Particles in a Universe
with n different Fermi-Families:
∑(Elementary Particles) = 5 + 7 x n
(10)
In this Simple Complete Non-Reducible Analysis of EVERYTHING it is at-once Completely Evident that
Spinless Elementary Particles are only “Not-Understood Human-Fiction”, because such Elementary-Bosons
can NOT “carry” Energy proportional to a frequency. And a Particle without Energy is as a matter of fact just
“Nothing”. Besides this logical argument it is also evident that the Spinless Higgs-mechanism is only
required when also following the assumption that Elementary-Particles are mathematically “Simple” PointParticles which as a result of that can reach One-Another up to a zero-distance. And this is NOT consistent
with the CAP!

2.

The harmonic oscillating extended character of the 2 massless bosons.

An Ideal Harmonic Oscillation in the 2D-plane orthogonal to the Direction-of-Motion given by the SRworldline of an analyzed Elementary Particle can be given as follows:
Fρ = – kρ  Fθ = Fz = 0

(11)

Circular Symmetry is most easily analyzed using polar-coordinates: (cτ, iρ, iθ, iz). The positive z-axis
represents the Direction-of-Motion of the Ideal Harmonic Oscillating-Particle. As a direct result the
Potential-Energy U from the inertial-frame with origin at the average-position of the particle is given by:
U(ρ) = ½ k ρ2
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(12)

The Differential Equations can ónly be described Relativistic consistently using a necessary
Inertial-Frame with Origin positioned at the Average-Position of the harmonic oscillating Point of
the necessarily CAP-compliant Extended Elementary Particle. i.e. this múst be the analyzed
position of the assumed Point-Particle in all QM-analyses. As Direction-of-Motion the positive zaxis is chosen. As a result of this (Always Valid) choice the Ideal Harmonic Oscillation can be
described Inertial by the 2D-plane described by the Polar-coordinates (ρ, θ).
For the massive harmonic oscillator we have in SR:
 p = m0dx/d = (E, cp)
(13)
Set I:  F = dp/d = m0dv/d= m·dv/dt
(14)
 pF = 0
(15)
Written with the Standard (Mathematical-Linear) SR notation, with  the proper-time measured
from the Origin of the Inertial-frame moving with the analyzed Elementary Particle.
Bold symbols represent 3D-space vectors and m0 is the rest mass of the particle. Not one secondorder time derivative, but two consecutive first-order time derivatives.
Equation (15) gives the required harmonic demand for the massive particle.
F is the SR 4-force acting on the particle.
In the following, let’s use NU:
Suppose the worldline of an Inertial-Frame is given by:
y = y0+(-0)t
(16)


Here t is a constant time-like 4-velocity and  is the proper time. The y0 is a constant 4-vector
giving the position on the worldline at = 0. And as time  passes the origin of the inertial frame
moves in Minkowski-space as given in (16).
Then a space-like 4-vector r, which represents the particle’s instantaneous center of energy with
respect to the inertial frame defined by (16), is given by:
r = (x - y0) – (x - y0)t t

(17)

The conservative force acting on the particle as measured by an observer following the worldline of
the inertial frame is a space-like 4-vector f, i.e.: ft = 0.
The work done by the force is:
W = - fp /(pt)
(18)
The force of (14) may now be split into 2 components. One along the 4-velocity t and another
projected onto the space-like plane orthogonal to t:
F = (pt f- fp t)/m0
(19)
The equations of motion set I (13), (14) and (15) may then be re-written as set (II):
 r’ = p/(pt) - t
Set II:  p’ - (p’t)t = f
 p’ p = 0

(20)
(21)
(22)

The accentuation mark over a letter denotes differentiation with respect to the proper time  in the
inertial frame defined by (16). These equations are also valid for massless particles. A massless
particle is always observed as moving with the Speed-of-Light. The description of the extended
character of this massless particle from the inertial frame with origin moving with the particle at its
average position may have the Speed-of-Light at its closest position related to the origin. At all
other positions on its path the speed will always be less than the speed of light.
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Therefore, in general the massless extended wavelike particle is observed as moving with the speed
of light, but in the description in the inertial-frame of this wave the mathematical point in general
moves with speeds smaller than the speed of light. And of-course, the oscillating-point moving with
the maximum Speed-of-Light actually has higher speeds than the Speed-of-Light.
Remark: The SR description of massless particles results in d  0. In fact the variable  now is a parameter
which describes set II, but can’t be interpreted as the particle’s proper-time anymore! The 4-force F used in (14)
is exchanged for the space-like 4-force f in (21) to end up with harmonic oscillating motion. This projection of a
4-vector in 2 sets of 2, is exactly the same as the usual explanation of polarization vectors of the photon in QED
(see [3], 5.1). Here the time-like component of the wave-vector is combined with the space-like component in the
direction of motion of the photon to describe the instantaneous Coulomb interaction in a co-variant description.
The force f in (21) actually is 2 dimensional, in the plane orthogonal to the particle’s worldline, as follows from
(22).
The time-like force-component is orthogonal to this plane, just like the observed direction of motion, so it doesn’t
appear in set (II). The space-like force f depends on the distance of the center of energy of the point-particle with
respect to the origin of the inertial frame that moves with the particle on its average position, i.e. its worldline
described by (17):
f = f(r)
(23)

For example, see the first given force expression (11). The center of energy 4-vector r depends on the location of
the inertial frame, i.e. the Average-Position of the Oscillating-particle, and on the location of the mathematical
analyzed Point-Particle in Minkowski space. Therefore the assumption in (23) implies that the inertial frame, with
the worldline given by (16) is not arbitrary but constitutes a source producing the force acting on the particle.
This reasoning led Andreas Bette, to the model with more particles than just one particle, where the other
particle(s) is(are) the source(s) of this force. Here I use this description for just one mathematical point-particle,
and choose the force such, that the particle’s motion is Ideal Harmonic Oscillating. In this way the extended
character of all Elementary Particles is described using an exact mathematical point-description. The space-like
force (21) is the source of the particle’s Ideal Harmonic Oscillation and this is the source of the energy of a
massless particle being proportional to its frequency of oscillation. In the case of the photon the Ideal Harmonic
Oscillating point just represents the Complete Non-reducible EM-field of the spin1 anti-symmetrical Photon with
just 6 degrees-of-freedom: the 3D-Space-like E-field and the 3D-Space-like M-field.

In the inertial frame of the source we have: r = (0, r)



f(r) = (0, f(r))

(24)

Here both r and f(r) are both in the 2D-plane orthogonal to the z-axis.
This yields in short notation:
r’ = p/E





p’ = f(r)

p · p’

(25)

We also have: p p= E2 – p.p = m02 ( = 0, for an Elementary Particle with Rest-Mass = 0)
The force f(r) must be conservative: f = -U(r)
Where U is the potential energy of the particle, like (12) with (11).

(26)
(27)

From (25) up to (27) one obtains:
This implies conservation of total energy:
When the force is central one may write:

(28)
(29)
(30)

E’ = - (r’.U(r))
H = E(p) + U(r)
U(r) = U(|r|)  U(r)

From (25), (29) and (30) one then obtains (as in the non-relativistic case) that the Orbital-Angular
Momentum of a CAP-compliant Elementary-Particle is a constant. And this just is the spin in the
direction-of-motion of the Elementary Particle described Explicitly:
S = r x p = (H – U(r)) r x r’ = constant
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(31)

This constant is the well-known constant of Dirac ħ (B7) multiplied by the “dual” particles halfinteger spin s  {½, 1½} for Elementary Fermions or integer spin s  {1, 2} > 0 for Elementary
Bosons.
We are searching for the extended Ideal Harmonic Oscillating character of the two bosonic restmass = 0 particles here! This is performed describing the particle as an oscillating point-like particle
‘observed’ from its average position given by its worldline, where the inertial frame moves with the
particle on its worldline with the speed of light. This Ideal Harmonic Oscillation is the source of the
usually-called Intrinsic Angular-Momentum (Spin) which is parallel with the particle’s traveled
worldline, i.e. it’s momentum as observed by an observer. I.e. the angular momentum S = x x p,
following from set (II), represents the conserved spin (helicity) of the mass-less-particle which is in
the same direction as the moving average position of the oscillating-particle on its SR-worldline.
However the origin of the inertial frame is moving with the average position of the Harmonic
Oscillating massless particle, or its position as seen as non-extended point-particle in standard QM.
In this way it is possible to choose a descriptive inertial-frame moving with the massless
particle with origin at its average position. It took me quite some time to realize this is actually
possible! The removal of the derivatives of velocities with respect to the proper time and the
appearance of the constant of Planck, are in fact all related to the 2D Ideal Harmonic Oscillator,
where the average sweep of the oscillator has to be set proportional to the Planck length. The reason
is that choosing an inertial frame moving with the particle as it is observed as a QM Point-Particle is
never analyzed in QM.
In Local-Field theory (no GR curvature of 4D-spacetime) a Fermion is specified by its 4-momentum p and a boson by its wave 4-vector k, also when the boson has non-zero rest-mass. All
Fermions must have rest-masses > 0. Even the neutrinos must have small masses because this is the
only way to characterize the neutrinos of the 3 different families. And due to the fact that the
neutrino masses are small and therefore the differences between the masses are even smaller it may
be possible that there are neutrino flips between the neutrinos of the 3 families. Bosons of the
Strong- and Weak- nuclear forces have non-zero Rest-Masses. See appendix (E) for the proportionality between a particle’s energy and frequency. Only the force particles of the symmetrical spin 2
part (gravitational field) and the anti-symmetrical spin 1 part (EM-field) have zero rest-mass. So in
fact only for the Graviton and the Photon set (II) should be used. All Fermions can be dealt with
using set (I). The equations of motion for the massive bosons will be analyzed later on, but in any
case for all massive particles set (I) can be used. The fact that all bosons are described using the
wave-vector k and all Fermions with the energy-momentum 4-vector p follows from the fact that
bosons have to be described using Closed-BC and Fermions have to be described using Open-BC.
The extra, positive integer, degree of freedom in the case of Open-BC explains the appearance of
more Fermi-Families, which only differ in values of their non-zero Rest-Masses. The different
statistical characteristics of Fermions and Bosons are completely related to their BC.
This idea has some similarities with Super-string theory, but as I see this universe now, there are just
Time and 3D-space as coordinates, and all Elementary Particles must possess 2D-extendedness as
Ideal Harmonic Oscillators orthogonal to their traveled worldlines. And as a result of that CAP
required Extended Character the amount of uncertainty relations does not increase, but all wellknown QM uncertainty relations are completely explained. The 2D-freedom Orthogonal to the
average path, described by the SR-worldline, of all particles can be seen as Albert Einstein’s
assumed “hidden variables” to explain the statistical characteristics of QM completely.
The QM Uncertainty Relations require the average extensiveness 2<ρ> of the Harmonic-Oscillators to be of
the order of the Planck-length.
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In short:
The momentum p in set (II) is the point-particle’s math. analyzed momentum as
observed in the frame moving with the extended particle on its average position. From this inertial
frame which is not accessible by anyone, the oscillating motion results in a so-called Intrinsic
Angular-Momentum in the direction of the particle’s worldline (i.e. helicity). I.e. this represents the
particle’s spin and the usual ad-hoc added QM spin is described here explicitly. I.e. it follows
automatically looking at the particle in a required CAP-compliant way.
The velocity of the rest-mass-less particle, the Velocity-of-Light, is a constant and also has
to be chosen as the maximum speed of the 2 dimensional Ideal Harmonic Oscillators described
from their average position. One just has to describe the oscillator from the Inertial-Frame moving
with the particle on its worldline, which is chosen as the positive z-axis. And the maximum velocity
with respect to this frame just is the velocity of light again. In this way the observed maximum
Speed-of-Light remains valid also when a massless particle is described as an Ideal HarmonicOscillating Point-Particle in the 2D-plane Orthogonal to this analyzed direction of motion.
In case of a Boson the measured momentum p of (15) must be given as p = h· k, in which h is
Planck’s constant and k is the wave-vector. The oscillating motion in the 2D-plane is orthogonal to
the direction of motion. Therefore k follows from the solution of the 2D-oscillating motion. If one
observes a photon, one now has an extended character described as an harmonic moving point in
the 2D-plane Orthogonal to the described direction of motion. The frequency of this motion, just is
the frequency of any detected quantity of this photon. From this point of view the EM-field carried
by the photon is a direct result of the required 2D-extendedness of this Elementary Particle. And the
only possible 2 allowed polarization modes are in the plane orthogonal to the direction of motion of
the photon.
For the space-like force of the 2D-Oscillators we can write (27): f(x) = -U(x). Where x =
(ρ, θ) now is a 2 dimensional vector orthogonal to the worldline coordinate chosen as the z-axis.
And U(x) is the potential energy of the oscillator which has to be central, as given in (30):
U(x) = U(|x|)  U() = ½k2, with k a force-constant.
The usage of the constants of Planck now is to give values to the constants of motion of the
Harmonic Oscillating mathematically described Point. Here it should be realized that in the used
description of (I) and (II) one only has to insert the velocity of light c in correct powers to end up
with correct dimensions.
I.e. the only added c’s appear in  → c, p → cp and S → cS, with c = |c|. The constant of Planck h
does not appear yet, but must be used to solve the Boundary Conditions.
The equations of motion set (II) can now be replaced by set (III) also see (25), which describes the
oscillator in the most easy way:
Set III:

 dx/d = p/E
 dp/d = f(x)
 f(x) . p = 0

(32)
(33)
(34)

The used parameter , will still be called ‘proper-time’ even though this parameter actually can’t be
interpreted as such for a massless particle. Also, only the Space-like vectors are analyzed now. In
this way the Uncertainty Relations of QM are described, which seems required in set (III) because
this set describes the massless Ideal Harmonic Oscillating movement of the non-zero SpinBoson Force-Particle which is the source of the QM uncertainty relations. So the SR 4D-equations
of motion reduce to simple 2D-spacelike equations, which are two consecutive first-order time
derivatives. This 2D extensiveness necessarily follows from the CAP and even though the solution
is simple, it’s the only way to explain the QM uncertainty relations Completely!
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E2 – p2 = m02 = constant
E = |p|  p

From (26) we have for set (III):
For massless particles we therefore have:

(35)
(36)

From (29) we have conservation of energy. Here one should realize that this is the so-called
Intrinsic Energy of a massless particle. For any observer this particle always moves with the
velocity of light. This is the measured speed of the particle along its average path give by its
worldline. The harmonic oscillating motion is orthogonal to the particle’s worldline. Therefore this
motion is Poincaré-invariant. Only the particle’s detected frequency depends on the chosen inertial
frame. Due to this invariant character the total energy in (29) has to be put equal to the detected
kinetic energy: H = hf (B1) = ħ (B7). The frequency of the harmonic oscillating particle in the
inertial frame moving with the average position of the point-like particle has to be equal to the
detected frequency of any observed quantity of the particle.
For example the harmonic oscillating motion of a photon represents its EM-field in a Complete
Non-Reducible way. Any particle only has 1 frequency for all its investigated quantities, which
results from its ideal harmonic oscillating motion.
Differentiating the first equation of (25) using the second equation, (28) and (29) yields:
(H – U())x” + U() – x’(x’U()) = 0

(37)

Here, x” is the second derivative with respect to the ‘proper-time' and x’ is the first derivative with
respect to the ‘proper-time’ of the oscillating massless particle as observed from the inertial frame
moving with the particle on its worldline.
This is the non-linear equation of motion of the intrinsic 2 dimensional harmonic oscillator.
From (25), (28) and (29) we conclude that the angular momentum given in (31) is a constant. This
angular momentum S is the usually-called “Intrinsic Angular-Momentum”, i.e. helicity or spin in
the direction of the mass-less-particle's movement.
Let’s continue to follow the massless particle on its inertial worldline.
As seen from the inertial frame moving with the particle, which is chosen as the z-axis, S is directed
in the positive z-axis.
Choose cylindrical coordinates (,), also see (30) with  = r, on the spatial plane perpendicular to
the z-axis.
The equations of motion then read with S  |S|:
d2/d2- (dU/d)((d/d)2 – 1)/(H – U()) – S2/{( H – U())23} = 0
d/d = S/{(H – U())2}
dz/d = z = 0
Using (32) we have in NU: | x’| = 1
In cylindrical coordinates this yields in NU:
Inserting (42) into (39) yields:

(d/d)2 + 2(d/d)2 = 1
(d/d)2 = 1 – S2/{(H – U())22}

(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)

Integrating gives the ‘proper-time’ of the harmonic oscillator:
() = d/(1 – S2/{(H – U())22})
And the polar angle: () = Sd/[(H – U())2(1 – S2/{(H – U())22})]
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(44)
(45)

Both (44) and (45), the equations of motion of the Ideal Harmonic Oscillator, are completely
integrable.
In solving (44), use the following variables:
A = 2H/k
B = (3S/k)2

(46)
(47)

Integral (44) can now be written as:
(x=2) = 1½{(A-x)/(9x3-18Ax2+9A2x-4B)}dx

(48)

Until further notice x ≡ 2 is the squared polar distance.
This integral is solved using t(x15).mws with Maple 10, also see appendix (D).
The solution contains a third-root of the following form:
(6B+2((3B)2-3B A3)-A3)⅓ = (2(3B+((3B)2-3B A3))-A3)⅓ = A(2(b+(b2-b))-1)⅓  f A, with:

(49)

b  (3B/A3)
(1-f2) (x) (x) (x)
The solution: (x) = i ————————— A2{2(f2-f+1)EF- (3(f2+1)+i3(f2-1))EE} + C1 x + C2
62 f2 (x(x-A)2-(⅔)2B)
(50)
With fraction f given in (49) and EF and EE incomplete elliptic integrals of the first (EF) and
second (EE) kind.
All arguments of all used in-complete elliptic integrals are identical.
z
dt
z (1-2t2)
I.e.
EF = F(z, ) = ——————— and
EE = E(z, ) = —————dt
2
2 2
0 (1-t )(1- t )
0 (1-t2)
With arguments:
z = {½(1+i(6fx/A+f2-4f+1)/(3(1-f2)))}
 = {2/(1+i3(1+f2)/(1-f2))}

(51)

(52)
(53)

Giving the (x), (x) and (x) functions specifies (x) given in (50) completely:
i (x)(x) = {(i3+(6fx/A+f2-4f+1)/(f2-1))(i3(1+f2)/(1-f2)-(6fx/A+f2-4f+1)/(1-f2))}
(54)
2
2
2
(x) {(6fx/A-2f -2-4f)/(-3(1+f )+i3(1-f ))}
(55)
In short:
{(i3(1-f2)-(6fx/A+f2-4f+1))( (i3(1+f2)+(6fx/A+f2-4f+1))(6fx/A-2(1+f)2)}
(x) = A ——————————————————————————————— ·
(56)
2
2
2
2
2
3
(6f) {(-3(1+f )+i3(1-f )) (x(1-x/A) /A-(⅔) B/A )}
· {2(f2-f+1)F(z, )-(3(1+ f2)-i3(1-f2))E(z, )} + C1 x + C2
With C1 and C2 two required integration-constants, which still have to be determined.
This solution is only real if fraction f = 0, i.e. when the particle just is a mathematical point-particle.
I.e. the 2D extensiveness of particles in the plane orthogonal to the particles Direction-of-Motion,
given with the SR worldline results in a complex solution analog to the used Hilbert-space in QM.
The well known Golden Ratio (Phi = ½(5+1) or phi = ½(5-1) = 1/Phi) appears to
show very beautiful symmetries when one chooses:
f = Phi = ½(5+1)
(57)
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The definition f  (2(b+(b2-b))-1)⅓ now results in (b+(b2-b)) = Phi+1  b = Phi
From the definition in (49) we see that the real b > 1  f > 1
First I assumed f = phi, but further analysis showed f > 1, which resulted into (57).

(58)

At this moment it is not yet completely proven that (57) is valid. But if every elementary particle is
extended in the 2D-plane orthogonal to its observed direction of motion, as follows from Einstein’s
Comprehensive Action Principle. And the mathematical solution uses Phi, then it is a fundamental
quantity in all elementary particles of our universe and as a result also shows up in many observed
relations.
Using (57), the following result of (x=2) follows:
{(-(½3-½15)i-(3(5+1)x/A-1½5+½))((2½3+½15)i+(3(5+1)x/A-1½5+½))(3(5+1)x/A-1½5-3½)}
(x) =A ———————————————————————————————————————————— ·
(185+54) {((⅔)2B/A3- x(1-x/A)2/A)½(15+35+i(3+15))}
· {4F(z, )-½(35+15+i3(5+1))E(z, )} + C1 x + C2

(59)

If (57) is valid, both arguments of both incomplete elliptic integrals are such that the integrals exist:
|z| < 1 

|| = (½) < 1

(60)

From (43) the following extreme values of  follow, also see appendix G:
extreme(f,) = {⅓A(1/(f ei½)+f ei½)}, with:

 { 0, ⅔, 1⅓}
(61)
(62)

With: max(f,= 0) = {⅓A(1/f+f)}
And the real min must be extracted from the complex conjugated solutions of  {⅔, 1⅓}.
The max and min are not assumed to depend on Phi, i.e. (57) is not used in this solution.

Only when both max and min are given we have enough equations to be able to express forceconstant k as function of physical constants like Planck’s constants and other Natural-Constants.
From (61) (also see (G6)) one is able to derive the minimum value of :
min = |½{extreme(f, ⅔)+extreme(f,1⅓)}| = ½|extreme(f, ⅔)+extreme(f,1⅓)| = ½max

(63)

First the solution of equation (45) will be given. This solution also is in the complex plane. In fact
the SR solution of the extensiveness of particles in this non-reducible way results in a solution in
the complex Hilbert-Space of QM. This time only a 3rd kind incomplete elliptic integral appears in
the solution. But it now appears that all possible (incomplete) elliptic integrals are needed. The
arguments have complex contributions, but the norms are such that the given solutions exist. The
used Maple10 Worksheet Angle(rho)03.mws is given in (D.2). This solution has to be multiplied
with (S/k) and yields:
(2S/k)
EP(z, , )
(x=2)= ————————— ’ (x) ’ (x) ’ (x) ——————— + 0 , with:
{x(x-2H/k)2-(2S/k)2}
(4f-1-f2-i3(1-f2))

(64)

{-6f x/A+2(f2+1)+4f}
’(x)= {6f x/A+f +1-4f-i3(1-f )}  ’(x)= —————————  ’(x)= {6f x/A+f2+1-4f+i3(1-f2)}
{-3(f2+1)+i3(1-f2)}

(65)

2

2

Here (’(x)’(x)) R, but f > 1, so ’C.
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And EP(z, , ) is the incomplete elliptic integral of the third kind. Its arguments are:
1
1
z = {½+i(4f-f -1-6f x/A)/(23(f -1))}   = ——————————   = ——————————
½+i(4f-f2-1)/{23(f2-1)}
{½+i½3(1+f2)/(1-f2)}
2

2

(66)

The arguments z and  are the same for all used elliptic integrals and only z depends on x, just as in
the case of (x).
Explicitly:
z
dt
EP(z, , ) = EllipticPi(z, , ) = ——————————
(67)
2
2
2 2
0 (1-t )(1-t )(1- t )
So, EP(z, =0, ) = F(z, ) given in (51).
On taking f = Phi again:
(2L/k)
{6(5+1)(x/A-1) -8}
(x=2)= —————————{6(9+35)(x/A)2-6(7+5)(x/A)+16}—————————— ·
{x(x-2H/k)2-(2L/k)2}
{15+35+i(15+3)}
23
1
2
· EP(z ={½+½i(4-5-6x/A)/3}, = ——————,  = —————) · ———————— + 0
(3+i(4-5))
(½-½i15)
(35-1+i(15+3))

(68)

This result is such that it shows many characteristics of being real. This still has to be checked!
Dimensional consistency only requires inclusion of c in  → c and S → cS, which logically
follows from p → cp. The constant of Planck does not appear anymore because we describe the
extended character of massless bosons, which is the actual source of this QM-constant! Planck’s
constant appears when giving values to the constant angular momentum S and energy H.
Here it should be noted that the Total-Energy H is only detectable for the spin1 Photon and will
always be invisible for the Symmetrical spin2 dual Graviton representing the Gravitational-field!
From (62) and (63):  > 0  the particle can never be on its average position given by its SRworldline.
In the chosen inertial frame we now require () to be fixed to the Planck length:
2<> = (max + min)  l = (ħG/c3) = O(10-35) [m], also see (B4).
ħ

As will be shown later this is only possible using a proportionality constant.
The maximum polar distance (62) yields for the angle :
L
1
1
(x=max2) = ———·——————————————{-6x/A+4+25}{(6x/A-4+5)2+3}————— ·
k(A3) (2+5){x/A(1-x/A)2-2(5+1)/27}
{35-i3}
{-6x/A+4+25}
35+i3
35+i3
· EP(z = ———————, = ————,  = ————) + 0
{35+i3}
4+25
35-i3

This expression shows that this angle is, as required, real. Argument z is the upper border of the
elliptic integral and contains the complex conjugate factor 1/{35+i3} of the only complex
15

(69)

argument in the multiplier to end up with  so the expression is real at this extreme of . Gradual
change of argument x shows that (x) now is real for all possible polar distances min ≤  ≤ max.
Dimensional analysis shows that the argument of (x) is in radians.
Solutions (59) and (68) are only given to be able to determine force-constant k.
This constant k must be chosen such that the average <()> is fixed to the Planck length:
2<()> = (,s)lh

(70)

Here (,s) is a proportionality-constant which depends on the total “intrinsic” energy H = ħ and
“intrinsic” angular momentum S = s ħ of the only two massless Elementary Particles.
It is easily extracted from max and min:
<> = ½(max + min) 

(max(k) + min(k)) = (,s)lh

(71)

From (62), (63) and (71) we have: {3H/(2k)}(1/f+f) = (,s)(Għ/c3). This yields:
3


((,s))2G
c3
— (2 + — + f) = — (2+5) = ————  k(,s) = 3(1+ ½5) ———— 
(72)
2k
f
2k
c3
G((,s))2
This frequency dependency of the force-constant k = k(,s) results in fundamental constant
extensiveness of all massless bosons proportional to the frequency. Only proportionality constant
(,s) still has to be determined.
In (71) the Golden Ratio (57) is used. If (57) is valid we also have (58): b = ½(5+1).
Fraction f(b) given in (58) can also be inverted:
b(f) = ¼(2+f3+1/f3)
(73)
Choosing f = Phi = ½(5+1) we have using the Fibonacci-series F(n):
fn = F(n-1)f+F(n-2), n > 1  f-n = (-1)n+1{F(n-1)f-F(n)},n > 0
Equation (72) gives:
(sc)2 k
2
3
(3/2)3—— — = ¼(2+f3+1/f3)  k = —(2+f3+1/f3) —— ħ [kg rad2/s2]
3 ħ
33
(sc)2
From (49) we have:
33 (s c ħ)2
22(5+1)ħ3
b = 3B/A3 = ————— k  k = ————— [kg rad2/s2]
23 (ħ)3
33 (s c)2
From (71), using (62) and (63), we have:
3 
G
3c3
1
2
—— (2+f+1/f)=((,s)) —  k = ——(2+f+1/f) ——— [kg/s2]
4 k
c3
4G
((,s))2
Using (73) we get an expression for (,s):
34(2+f+1/f) c5 s2
((,s)) = ————— · — · —
22(2+f3+1/f3) ħG 2
2

[1/rad2]
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(74)

(75)

(76)

(77)

(78)

Using (75) the proportionality-constant (,s) between extensiveness and Planck-length (70) is:
s
32
s
2
(, s) = (3/2) Phi — = —(5+1) — , with Planck-time: th = (Għ/c5)
(79)
3
th
2
th
And the force-constant k becomes:
(⅔)3
k(,s) = Phi —— ħ [rad2kg/s2]
(80)
2
(sc)
All proportionality constants depend on both the intrinsic energy H given by frequency  and (notintrinsic angular momentum) explicit described spin S in the direction-of-motion.
So equations (75) and (77) which follow from the independent demands (70) and (74) proof that
taking fraction f = Phi is indeed the only possible solution..
.
Q.E.D.
Inserting (79) into (70) shows the following linear extensiveness dependency on spin s and angular
frequency :
sc
2
2<> = (3/2) Phi ── [m/rad]
(81)

In this expression it must be realized that  is not the proper time, and the specified spin and
frequency can’t be related to this time variable. When measuring quantities of a massless Photon,
the detected frequency of the EM-field specifies . In case of a Graviton the EM-field cannot be
used to detect the particle’s energy. This is the reason why spin2 Gravitons are very difficult to
detect as elementary particles. Interactions between massive particles and the gravitational field can
be written down but in general only EM-effects can be detected. I.e. mass, the source of the spin2
symmetrical Gravitational-Field is invisible and charge, the source of the spin1 anti-symmetrical
EM-field always is visible!
This description is from the inertial frame moving with the extended particle on the average
position. The two massless particles move with the highest possible speed, the speed of light.
This results in Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction: <> → 0 in the specific cases of the two
rest-mass = 0 elementary bosons called the Photon and the Graviton.
This is why it actually isn't completely wrong to analyze Elementary Particles as mathematical
Point-Particles with so-called “intrinsic”-characteristics. However, when analyzing particleinteractions, with also always massive Fermions, the actual mathematical analysis must analyze
Elementary Particles as Ideal Harmonic Oscillating waves in the 2D-plane Orthogonal to the
analyzed Direction-of-Motion. In this way, the complete mathematical analyses comply to the
required CAP. Bosons have to be described with Closed-BC and Fermions have to be described
with Open-BC. This is why Fermions allow more so-called Fermi-Families with only Fermi-Family
specific rest-masses > 0.
As a direct result, Fermions must be analyzed as Ideal Harmonic Oscillating Sheets in the 2D-plane
orthogonal to the Direction-of-Motion & Bosons must be analyzed as Ideal Harmonic-Oscillating
Tubes in the 2D-plane orthogonal to the Direction-of-Motion (SR-worldline). This explains why 2
Fermions are able to melt together into a Boson, which won't be very stable because the phases of
the two oscillating Fermions will never be the same at the moment of collision.
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3.

The harmonic oscillating extended character of massive fermions and bosons.

The CAP requires all elementary particles to have extensiveness in the 2D-plane orthogonal to the
observed direction of motion. This extensiveness must be of the order of the Planck length. Bosons
have solutions with closed BC and Fermions have solutions with open BC. The extra degree of
freedom in the case of open BC gives the quantum number specifying the Fermi-Family of the
particle.
Again choose all descriptions using an inertial frame with origin at the average position of the
particle, i.e. the observed position of the assumed point-particle on its SR worldline in SR QFT.
Massive particles don’t have the massless condition of a constant velocity. As a result one cannot
use (42).
To get a clearer picture NU will be discarded in this description.
In cylindrical coordinates one has: (d/d)2 + 2(d/d)2 = v2
With  the time with respect to the inertial frame and v < c the variable speed of the massive
particle's center of energy.

(82)

Inserting c into (39) yields:
d/d = c2S/{(H – U())2}
Inserting (83) into (82) gives:
(d/d)2 = v2 – c4S2/{(H – U())22}
In this case we have to deal with a variable velocity v instead of the constant speed of light.
Let’s rewrite (37) with insertion of c’s:

(83)
(84)

(H – U())x” + c2U() – x’(x’U()) = 0, with velocity v = |x’| given by (82).
This gives the following 2nd order DE of the cylindrical variable :
k
c4S2
2
2
’’- —————(’ -c ) - —————— = 0
(H – ½k2)
(H – ½k2)23

(85)

(86)

When giving actual values to the constants of motion H and S, the constant of Planck must be
inserted. In most cases: ’ 2<< c2, which yields an easy to solve DE with 2 integration constants. We
also have to invoke BC on the DE and this fixes just these 2 constants of integration.
The deviation from the equation (86) when one takes:
(c2-’ 2)  c2,
(87)
will be a negligible effect even for the lightest neutrino. Here one should realize that the particle’s
speed has 2 contributions, one in the polar direction and the other in the orthogonal direction. The
velocity orthogonal to the polar direction will always be much greater than the velocity ’.
Therefore, only this solution will be investigated. However, one must realize that this result isn’t
entirely correct.
Again a solution of x = 2 must be solved just as in (50).
First rewrite (86) as:
”
(½k2)6+(-Hk)4+(c2S2)
26-2A4+(2cS/k)2
(2cS/k) 2-24(A-2)
— = ——————————— ———————— = ————————
c2
(¼k2)6+(-Hk)4+H22
2(A-2)2
2(A-2)2

(88)

Or using A= 2H/k, (46) and B = (3cS/k)2, (47) and using the almost exact approximation (87) the
DE of the massive Ideal Harmonic Oscillating extended motion reads:
{”(A-2)+2c2}3(A-2) = (⅔c)2B

(89)
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A less exact approximation can be used with the square of polar angle x 2:

One now has to solve:

x”=2(’2+”) 2”.
1
2
2
x” = 2(2c S/k) ————
x(A-x)2

(90)

To ensure the solution is valid for all massive particles DE (89) will be analyzed first.
The DE of x, like (38), but this time with approximations will not be used but is given as a means of
verification afterwards!
This time we have a 2nd order DE. This results from the fact that massive particles don’t have a
constant speed, but a variable speed v < c. In the case of almost massless neutrinos the speed is of
the same order as the speed of light, but this is never valid for the polar speed component '!
Solving (89) or (90) is difficult, because a first integration step results in a second integration of the
square root of a polynomial with logarithms.
Therefore an alternative analysis of the equations of motion will be used, comparable with the
massless solutions:
The total energy of the extended point-like massive particle is like equation (29):
H = E(p) + U() = ((moc2)2+c2p2) + ½k2 = mc2 + ½k2

(91)

We are now analyzing a massive particle with speed v, mass m and rest-mass mo, which is described
as an Ideal Harmonic Oscillating Point-Particle observed from the inertial frame with origin at the
average position of the oscillating-particle.
The kinetic energy shall be specified in all equations as: E(p) = H – U() = mc2
(92)
The equations of motion to solve can now be given as:
r
p = mo — = mr’
(93)

Again all bold symbols are space-like-vectors in the 2D-plane orthogonal to the observed direction
of motion of the particle. With p the momentum of the point which specifies the center of energy of
the particle with direction in the 2D-plane orthogonal to the worldline of the particle. I.e. we now
also have a math. dual momentum: 1st the detectable momentum in the observed direction-ofmotion and 2nd the momentum of the spin in the 2D-plane orthogonal to the direction-of-motion.
The space-like vectors r and r‘ give the position of the particle and its first time-derivative observed
from the inertial frame moving with the particle, both lie in the 2D-plane orthogonal to the
worldline. The variable  is the proper time of the particle, i.e.  is time measured at the position of
center of energy of the harmonic oscillating point in the frame at rest with this point in the 2D-plane
orthogonal to the extended particle's worldline, i.e. in the rest-frame of the center of energy of the
extended particle.
r’ cp
cp
Equation (93) can also be written as: — = — = ————
(94)
c mc2 (H-½k2)
The second 1st order time derivative reads: p’= F = -U = -k
(95)
Again ‘k’ is the force constant to be determined and  is the polar vector giving the position of the
particle in the 2D-plane where z = z' = 0.
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moc2
Combining (93) and (94) yields:
(1- (r’/c)2) = ————
(96)
2
(H-½k )
Here H represents the constant usually-called intrinsic energy of the extended particle, and can
always be given proportional to the observed frequency of oscillation in the 2D-plane:
H = hf = ħ = ((moc2)2+(cħk)2)

(97)

With h Planck’s constant, ħ (h-bar) Dirac’s constant, k the space-like wave-vector of the massive
particle as observed by an observer (never from the frame used to describe the particle’s
extensiveness, like in (82) up to (96)!). With f the frequency and  the angular frequency of
oscillation. The difference between the constants in the inertial frame moving with the particle and
with origin at the average position of the particle and any observer describing an experiment, are
easily given with Poincaré-transformations. But in the description of extensiveness in the 2D-plane
orthogonal to the observed direction of motion the Hamiltonian H just is a constant-frequency of
motion proportional to Planck’s constant (just like the space-like constant angular momentum S,
which is actually describing the particle’s spin explicitly).
Rewriting (96):
r’2
(moc2)2
|r’|
(moc2)2
— = 1 - ————— — = (1- —————— )
(98)
2
2 2
2 2
c
(H- ½k )
c
(H- ½k )
Now use (82) with v = |r’| =  (’2+2’ 2)
(99)
Using (83), and realizing that  just is the proper time observed from the inertial frame moving with
the particle, (98) yields a DE of polar distance :
’
(moc2)2+(cS/)2
— = {1- ————————}
c
(H2- Hk2+ k24/4)

(100)

This is an exact solvable DE of the 1st order time derivative, except for the solvability of a 6th order
polynomial in .
Solving the squared polar distance using: (2)’ = 2’,
(101)
2
yields an exact solvable DE of x =  , i.e. again a solution of the squared polar-distance has to be
solved, just like massless equation (48):
x’
(⅔)2B+Cx
— = 2{x - ————}
(102)
2
c
(A-x)
A = (2H/k) [m2] is again given by (46), but instead of just 2 independent constants we now have 3
independent constants.
B given by (47) depends on the “intrinsic” angular momentum again:
B = (3cS/k) 2 [m6] (103)
and C depends on the non-zero rest mass:
C = (2moc2/k)2 [m4] (104)
The zero's of (102) yield 3 extreme values of x, just like (61) in the massless case. This again leads
to 3 solutions in the complex plane of the solution space, with maximum the positive real root and
the minimum again the real part of two complex roots. All roots again have a phase shift of ⅔,
therefore as in (63):
min = ½max
(105)
2
2
Extremes of x’ follow from (102), i.e.:
x(A- x) = (⅔) B+ C x
(106)
Again using (49), b  (3B/A3) and the rest-mass constant   (3C/A2) the solutions of Maple11
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worksheet “MassiveRhoSquared30.mw”, see appendix [I], read: (I.1) shows:
A
(1+)
—{2 + eifm + ——}, with mass-invariant phases: 0⅔, 1⅓
3
eifm
Here fm is the massive equivalent of massless third-root fraction f, see (49):
xextreme =
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fm(A, B, C)= (2b+3+{4b(b-1)+(12b-(3-)2)} -1)⅓

(108)

This time, the solution of  = x isn’t a nice expression due to the non-zero rest-mass mo, i.e. :
3C
(moc2)2
 = — = 3 ——
A2
H2

(109)

Total energy H is given by (97) and in most cases is much larger than rest-mass energy moc2.
In the case of high velocities with respect to the extended particle rest mass  << b and
approximating   0 we find fm as given in (49) massless again: fm  f
(110)
Fraction fm(A, B, C) has the following dependency:
fm(light-speed c, constant of Dirac ħ, spin S, energy H see (97), rest-mass mo)
(111)
Only the dependency of Newton’s gravitational constant G is not given here. However when
applying BC on the solutions one must always choose the average extensiveness equal to Planck’s
length which explicitly depends on G.
The solution of (102) is in the complex plane, just like the massless solution (59), and again has
elliptic integrals of the 1st and 2nd kind. Taking the massless solution yields (59) again.
DE (102) is solved using Maple 11 worksheet “MassiveRhoSolved01.mw” given in appendix [I.2].
The result is:
(A-a) da
 =  —————————————
(112)
x 2c{a3-2A a2+(A2-C)a-(⅔)2B}
Again  is the time measured in the origin of the inertial frame moving with the extended particle on
the average position given by the SR worldline, (46) and (47) give constants A and B and constant
C is given by (104).
The massless solution of time measured from the inertial frame (56) now has equivalent elliptic
integrals, however now with massless arguments. Solution (112) now has massive arguments
specified by a lower-index 'm':
Equation (52) becomes:
Equation (53) becomes:

zm = {½(1+i(6fmx/A+fm2-4fm+(1+))/(3(1+-fm2)))}
m = {2/(1+i3(1++fm2)/(1+-fm2))}

(113)
(114)

With fm(A, B, C) given in (108). Again only zm depends on x.
Even though the equations of massive and massless particles look very similar, they always differ in
having a variable center of Harmonic Oscillating mass-speed, i.e. not a constant center of massless
particle speed equal to the Speed-of-Light c. All mass characteristics are given using constant ,
(109).
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Solving (112) yields:
{((6fmx/A+ fm2-4fm+1+)2+3(1+- fm2)2)(2(1+fm)2+2-6fmx/A)}
(x) = A ——————————————————————————————— ·
c(6fm)2{(3(1++fm2)+i3(fm2-1-))((⅔)2B/A3-(1-C/A2)x/A+2(x/A)2-(x/A)3)}

(115)

· {2(fm2-fm+1+)F(zm, m)-(3(1++ fm2)+i3(fm2-1-))E(zm, m)} + C1 x + C2
With elliptic integrals F(zm, m) and E(zm, m) given in (51). Equations (52) and (53) give the used
arguments.
C1 and C2 are 2 required Integration-Constants, one can always choose C2 = 0, so one only has to
solve C1 in (115).
Of course, in the massless limit   0 most easily to solve solution (56) returns.
All results of the massless photon and graviton are easily rewritten for all elementary massive
particles. The used angular momentum given by B must be replaced by:
(⅔)2B  (⅔)2B + xC, with B and C given by (103) and (104)

(116)

So, the variable speed of massive particles only results in another dependency on squared
cylindrical distance x = 2.
The usually called “Intrinsic” angular-momentum remains a constant of motion, only the result of
variable speed results in an additional variable contribution xC, i.e. (squared) the rest mass divided
by the force-constant k multiplied by x = 2, added to the angular-momentum constant B.
The harmonic oscillating motion of all elementary particles follows from the CAP. And must be
included in any description of any possible (ónly possible 4D-space-time) universe.
Our universe has 3 different Fermi-Families, and right now my main question is, are
universes with other numbers of particle families also possible?
When trusting my physical feeling I expect only more than three elementary Fermi-Families
result into Stable, i.e. Non-Evaporating Universes. I guess, any less then 4 Fermi-Families universe
just evaporates into infinity with accelerating Hubble-speed, i.e. the energy density gradually goes
to zero, because all created fermions can’t posses enough mass to keep all particles together. In the
case of more then three Fermi-families the resulting gravitational attraction would be such that an
extreme energetic universe collapses into itself just after the spin1½ quarks are created and bound
together into stable compound entities during Hadronization, due to abundance gravitational force
or maybe comes into a stable situation without Outward- or Inward-Collapse. I guess, that the
chance of a Stable Infinite Existing Universe without Evaporating or Collapsing is on practical
Statistical grounds just Zero!?!
However the Time-Scale in which such Galactic changes take place can be only specified in
trillions of Human Life-spans i.e. periods of each some 100 years, so to human-beings this shall
never be a noticeable Effect. So, to us Human-beings it's just not relevant whether our universe is
stable-ever existing or not. But it remains strange to realize that we actually live in an Evaporating
Universe!
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4.

General characteristics of all possible Elementary Particles.

All mathematical analyses of physics must comply to the spin2 “Dual” Comprehensive

Action Principle. So, all characteristics of everything should be analyzed on two linearly
independent ways.
All particles, whether elementary or compound are either “Matter-”Particles called Fermions
described with Open-BC or Force-Particles called Bosons described with Closed-BC. As a direct
result, all Fermions must posses non-zero rest-masses and non-zero charge-densities. Besides that
they allow more so-called Fermi-Families which only differ in rest-masses. The only two rest-massless Elementary Particles are the anti-symmetrical spin1 Photon representing the 6D- EM-field and
the symmetrical spin2 Graviton representing the 20D-Gravitational-field.
All Elementary Particles must be described CAP-compliant as Ideal Harmonic Oscillators in the
2D-plane Orthogonal to the analyzed Direction-of-Motion, usually described by the SR-worldline.
Fermions, described with Open-BC must posses non-zero rest-masses. Therefore, in any
mathematical analysis, the harmonic oscillating paths of Fermions should allow Knots in their
traveled paths. I.e. only mathematical-space that allows Knots can be used to analyze Fermions
correctly!
In 2003, Grigori Perelman helped Prof. Dr. Richard Hamilton in solving/proving the
Poincaré-conjecture with the following 3 papers. In these papers, Grigori Perelman also showed
that mathematical (closed-)Knots can only be described in easy imaginable 4D-Spacetime. This atonce implies that all non 4D-Spacetime analyses can NOT be used to describe Fermions, the
primary sources of all Force-Particles. This at-once implies that the used 20D-Riemann-space used
in Einstein his theory of General Relativity, should actually be re-written in easy imaginable
Complete Non-Reducible 4D-Spacetime analyses! It's a well-known fact that Albert Einstein
himself did not like the used Riemann-space, just because it could not be imagined at all! However,
when the induced curvature of 4D-Spacetime was proven to be correct in 1919 by Arthur

Eddington, the used 20D-Riemann-space in GR was taken for granted without any questions.
In the end, it now seems that only Complete Non-Reducible 4D-Spacetime analyses in a complete
mathematical Dual twice-orthogonal spin2 manner can be used to describe all characteristics of all
possible Elementary-Particles. And this at-once results into: Theories Of Everything.
This also explains why Super-Symmetry is in-valid and why all 10D and 11D-Super-String
theories will eventually be discarded based on experiments in Particle-Colliders, like the LHC.
All possible elementary particles in our 3-particle families universe:

Fermions: 3 different families

Bosons: The elementary massless spin1 and spin2 bosons,
and the massive charged
U(1) x SU(2) x SU(3) gauge-bosons:

leptons: electron, muon and tauon + anti-particles
leptons: massive but uncharged neutrino’s
quarks 1st family: up-quark and down-quark

graviton, a spin2 elementary massless boson
photon, a spin1 elementary massless boson
weak-nuclear forces: spin1 elementary massive gauge-bosons
W
quarks 2nd family: charm-quark and strange-quark strong-nuclear forces: spin1 colored quark+anti-quark gluons
quarks 3rd family: top-quark and bottom-quark
mesons: all non-gluon bose-quark combinations
All fermions have so-called anti-particles with changed charge sign of charged particles and opposite helicity in case of uncharged particles.
All leptons are spin½ particles and all non-separable quarks are spin1½ particles.
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The always used Feynman-diagrams, like photon-exchange by 2 electrons, or with time running
from left-to-right electron-positron collision into a spin1 photon:

Should actually be analyzed by 2 extended Fermions as Ideal Harmonic Oscillating waves in the
2D-plane orthogonal to the direction-of-motion, described with Open-BC. This can be imagined as
two Ideal Oscillating open-sheets of cloth orthogonal to the direction-of-motion each with their own
phases. At the moment of collision, the open-sheets melt together into an Ideal Harmonic
Oscillating tube with Closed-BC in the 2D-plane orthogonal to the direction-of-motion. Because the
phases of the melted together Fermions are statistical always out-of-phase, the created Boson (spin1
photon) will very soon fall apart again into 2 Ideal Harmonic Oscillating waves with Open-BC
again. Both the created particle and it's anti-particle must of-course be of the same Fermi-Family.

Also see page 3 of: http://quantumuniverse.eu/Tom/CERN/QM%20still%20Mystery.pdf

When analyzing Elementary Particles as Ideal Harmonic Oscillating Waves in the 2D-plane
orthogonal to the described Direction-of-Motion, where “Matter-Particles” or Fermions are
described with Open-BC and “Force-Particles” or Bosons described with Closed-BC, in the only
possible Knots-allowing Easy Imaginable mathematical 4D-Spacetime-like analyses all possible
interactions between Elementary Particles at-once become Completely Logical.
The Complete Non-Reducible 4D-Spacetime-like analyses now at-once result into the only possible

Theories Of Everything.
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Appendices
A.

Used conventions:
All covariant (with downstairs index) 4-vectors are assumed to have negative space-like
components and all contravariant 4-vectors are assumed to have positive space-like
components.
The Poincaré-group is given by the transformation rule:
x’ = ( + T)x
(A1)
Brackets:
n
* Poisson bracket: {u, v}

 (u/prv/qr – u/qr v/pr) = -{v, u}

(A2)

r=1

Here {q1, …, qn,p1, …, pn} are coordinates and conjugated momentum in n dimensions on
which variables u and v depend. In most cases, the time-like coordinate is not used. If the
time-like coordinate is taken into account it will be assumed the 0th component and n
goes from 0 to 3.
* Lagrange bracket: Now observe {q1, …, qn,p1, …, pn} as functions of variables u and v.
Now one can define the inverse of the Poisson bracket as the Lagrange bracket, also
called commutator:
n

[u, v] 

(qr/u pr/v – qr/v pr/u) = -[v, u]

(A3)

r=1

* Now let {u1, …, u2n} be 2n independent functions of {q1, …, qn,p1, …, pn}, then:
2n

{ut, ur}[ut, us] = rs

(A4)

t=1

In this case the determinants formed from both types of brackets are reciprocal.
For 4-vectors, n = 4, which requires 8 degrees of freedom.
The relation between a Lagrange bracket and a Poisson bracket of two variables is related by
a Planck-constant as follows:
[A, B] = AB-BA = -iCh{A, B}

(A5)

Where Ch is a Planck-constant with the same dimensions as the Lagrange bracket, also see
appendix B.
I.e.

[q, p] = qp - pq= -i{q, p}= iħ

(A6)
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B.

The constants of Max Planck:
General relativity (GR) is concerned with two constants of nature: the gravitational constant
G, which determines the strength of gravity and the speed of light c.
Quantum field theory (QFT) is concerned with c and Planck's constant h, which determines
the amount of uncertainty in our knowledge.
The 3 constants to be used in any description that unites both GR and QFT are:




h = 6.6260687 10-34 [kgm2/s]
G = 6.672364143 10-11 [m3/(kgs2)]
c = 299792458 [m/s]

Constant of Planck:
Gravitational constant:
Velocity of light:

(B1)
(B2)
(B3)

So they all depend on mass, length and time.

Using dimensional analysis one can from these constants extract the so called:




Planck-length:lh = (hG/c3) = 4.050762538 10-35 m
Planck-mass:
mh = (hc/G) = 5.456302639 10-8 kg
Planck-time:
th = (hG/c5) = 1.351188941 10-43 s

These constants can also be given using ħ  h/(2)  1.0546 10-34 [kgm2/(s rad)]
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(B4)
(B5)
(B6)
(B7)

C.

The Comprehensive Action Principle.

Taken from [1], chapter 30.
Take the integrated action of the spin 2 action L2 with any other action:

(I2 + I’) = 0

(C1)

Where the actions I are the space-time integrated Lagrangian densities:
Using Euler-Lagrange:

I2 =  L2d4x

(C2)

I2 =  (dL2/dgg + dL2/dg,g,)d4x = {dL2/dg-(dL2/dg,),}gd4x

(C3)

From the well-known gravitational action principle, also see [1] chapter26, we have:
{dL2/dg-(dL2/dg,),} = - (16)-1(R- ½gR)V

(C4)

Let n denote other field quantities, each of them a component of a tensor. Now I’ depends
on these fields their first derivatives and possibly higher derivatives.
The variation of the action now leads to a result of the form:
(I2 + I’) = (qg +  nnn)Vd4x

(C5)

With q = q, because any term involving a derivative of a field quantity can be
transformed by partial integration that can be included in (C5).
With the variational-principle (C1) thus leads to the field equations:
q = 0
n = 0

(C6)
(C7)

Where q will consist of a term (C4) coming from L2 and terms coming from L’, say N.
We have of course N = N. L’ usually does not contain derivatives of the fundamental
tensor g and then:
N = dL’/dg
(C8)
Equation (C6) now becomes:
R – ½gR - 16N = 0

(C9)

So – ½N just is the density and flux of non-gravitational energy and momentum, where N0 is the
density and Nr is the flux.
We see here how each field contributes a term to the right side of the Einstein equation,
depending according to (C8) that field involves g. I’ is invariant under a change of
coordinates that leaves the bounding surface invariant, therefore: N: = 0. On account of
this relation, the field equations (C6) and (C7) are not all independent.
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D.

The Maple 10 Worksheet t(x15).mws result with 2  x in NU is:
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(D1)
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The Maple Worksheet Angle(rho)03.mws in NU is:
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(D.2)
E. The energy of any free particle is to be specified using SR:
The energy of any Fermion has to be given by: Hfermion = mc2, where m = m0/(1 – v2/c2)
(E.1)
The energy of any boson is given by:
H = ħ, it’s proportional with the (angular) frequency
given by Planck’s constant. See appendix B for all Planck’s constants.
When a boson has mass this changes it’s angular frequency as:
 = (m02c4/ħ2 + k2),
, where k is the length of the 3 dimensional wave-vector k of k.

(E.2)

In these energy expressions only the kinetic and mass energies are taken into account. The potential
energy still has to be added to end up with the total energy or Hamiltonian. In the case of the
extensiveness of fundamental particles this must not be taken into account because we’re describing
a characteristic which is always present. A specific situation dependent force-field and its potential
energy can always be added in these specific cases afterwards and does not remove or change the
required character of the extensiveness.
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F. The double-slit experiment and Afshar’s experiment from Wikipedia.

Light-source

double-slit

Detector-

screen
(Both slits approx. 200m wide, just like the slit-distance: d  400m)
Figure F.1 Interference of monochromatic light diffracted by a double-slit.
In QM light has a wave-particle character, such that this character is complementary. I.e. when you
know a photon’s position you destroy the photon’s interference on the detector-screen. Explaining it
QM, one uses the Heisenberg uncertainty relation between position and momentum: [x, p] = iħ,
with ħ Planck’s constant (B7). The momentum of a photon is measured by its frequency. A boson’s
momentum is related to it’s wave-vector p = ħ k. The fact that momentum depends on the wavecharacter and the position on the particle-character results in complementarity of these two
variables.
In short, to measure the wavelength of a wave one needs length along the wave to measure with
high security. So measuring the frequency more secure results in a less secure position.
In all double-slit experiments, ways to detect the path of the photons (passing through slits 1 and 2)
and the effect of this measurement on the resulting interference at the detector-screen are analyzed.
In Afshar’s experiment (2004) a lens is positioned after the double-slit in order to detect which
photons passed slits 1 and 2.

Figure F.2

Afshar’s experiment.

Figure (F.2) shows the general idea of Afshar’s experiment. If in front of the lens a detector-screen
is placed, An interference pattern will be detected. Therefore when placing a wire-grid with wires at
the dark fringes, removing the detector-screen and detecting the photon’s paths with the placed
photon detectors afterwards.
He argues that there still is an interference pattern, because if you insert the wire-grid between the
lens and the double-slit with wires at the positions of the dark fringes, the detectors still detect the
particle character, i.e. which photon passed what slit. There’s only a little diffraction from the wireframe. (To be correct, Afshar used two closely spaced circular pinholes, not slits.)
This experiment with a lens as particle detector explicitly shows Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.
Putting a detector-screen in front of the lens shows the wave-like interference pattern. When
exchanging the detector-screen by a wire-grid with wires at the dark fringes one is able to detect the
path of the photons (slit1 or slit2). When doing this, the size of the wires determines the amount of
diffraction (uncertainty) at the detectors. No wire-frame in front of the lens (no detected
interference) results in 100% certainty of detected which-path information.
When the photons are described as extended particles with average extensiveness equal to Planck’s
length in the 2D-plane orthogonal to the observed path, each photon always is both particle and
wave. Any mathematical exact description is a point-description. So, the extended character is
described using an harmonic oscillating point in the 2D-plane orthogonal to the observed motion.
The SR description from the inertial frame with origin moving at the average position of the photon
(SR worldline) has two constants of motion. The total energy H = E(p)+U(x) (63) and the angular
momentum L (65), also see the text between (87) and (88). All (bold) variables are 3D-spacelike.
Still all results follow from a SR description in which it appears that in the chosen inertial frame the
point-particle always has z = 0 (74). Imagine the time-direction in the same direction as the
direction of motion of the harmonic oscillating point, chosen as the z-axis. In this way a time-space
4-vector is split-up in two sets of 2: the xy-plane in which the particle’s extended character is
described (enforced by CAP) and the zt-plane which describes the direction of motion of this
extended particle in time.
To get a clearer view: x  ((x, y), (z, ct))  ((x, y), (z, ict)), with in the complex description: x =
x. I.e. time always is orthogonal to any space-coordinate. And even though I pictured time in the
same direction as the z-axis because we can’t imagine more than 3 space-like dimensions, the set (z,
ct) has 2 orthogonal degrees of freedom.
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When observing the polarization vector of the EM-field we also have 4 degrees of freedom. The
photon moves with the speed of light, so the polarization-mode in the z-axis can’t exist. However,
when both the time and z-direction are combined a co-variant description of the instantaneous
Coulomb interaction appears.
The CAP results in a 2D extensiveness of all particles. And a SR description now results in 2D
space-vectors with a parameter , the point’s proper time, where it now appears that change in time
results in parallel change of space coordinate in the direction of motion (z) observed from any
accessible inertial frame (not the used inertial frame (72), (73) and (74)).
From this description it’s obvious that the Coulomb gauge (·A = 0) of the EM-field is not valid,
because it doesn’t use time as 4th coordinate. The only 2 polarization directions of the photon are in
the 2D plane orthogonal to the direction of motion.
The laser used by Afshar produces monochromatic light with polarization in the xy-plane. This is
just the harmonic oscillating motion of the point, which describes the photons extended character.
After hitting the double-slit the photons are diffracted, with unaltered frequency. This diffraction
has the highest density straight on. Therefore one ends up with an interference pattern with a
Gaussian shape as sketched in figure (F.1).
When observing the experiment, one observes the interference pattern as long as the laser is on.
After passing the double-slit, photons hit the detector-screen. When hitting they excite electrons of
atoms into more energetic quantum states. Quite soon they return to their more stable original state
while emitting a photon. This is what we see.
When adapting the light source, such that for example 1 photon/s is emitted, the interference cannot
be detected without EM measuring devices, which are able to detect most of the photon hits on the
detector screen.
The characteristic of creating an interference pattern uses monochromatic photons. Due to the
interaction of these photons interference results. Therefore shooting sole photons on the double-slit
does not result in an interference pattern.

This is easily seen in the following figure with the given explanation:
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Figure F.3

The general schematic of a beam-splitter experiment.

Observe the beam-splitter from figure (F.3). Beam-splitter 1 is followed by 2 mirrors and a 2 nd beam-splitter,
which is placed or not placed. If the 2nd beam-splitter is not placed no interference is detected and every
photon from the source will be detected either at detector 1 or 2. Each reflection at a mirror gives a phasechange of . Each path through a beam-splitter just gives a small phase change d caused by the thickness of
the passed material. Call the total phase difference between the light-beams from the 2 paths at detectors 1
and 2, 1 and 2. When detecting the photon-beams at detectors 1 and 2 the second beam-splitter results in
interference and the detected beams relate as cos 2(1-2) and sin2(1-2) instead of 1 and 0 or 0 and 1. Some
people claim it’s possible to also detect this interference in case there’s only one photon in the so-called
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. This, even though all used beam-generators create monochromatic light.
Therefore it’s extremely difficult to ensure that during the detection at the detectors there’s just 1 photon.
Besides each detected photon must result in a change of the detector material, such that the electronics
attached to the detector material is able to detect the change in characteristics of this material. For example a
photon may cause an electron of a molecule to go into an higher energy eigen-state and as a result yields a
different electric resistance until the energy is emitted again as another photon or otherwise. This measuring
process is not capable in detecting sole photon collisions due to the difference in speed between the speed of
light in air and the speed of the electronic measuring.
In [10] a single nitrogen-vacancy N-V color center in a diamond nano-crystal is used. The N-V centers are
created by irradiation of type Ib diamond sample with high-energy electrons followed by annealing at 800C.
Under a well controlled irradiation dose, the N-V center density is small enough to allow independent
addressing of a single center using standard con-focal microscopy. The excited level lifetime of the defect is
about 45 ns. The laser system to excite the N-V center(s) delivers 800 ps pulses with energy 50 pJ. The
repetition rate is set at 4.2 MHz so that successive decays are well separated in time. Therefore the period
between two photons (in the case of just one active N-V center) is 24045 ns. This value is extracted from
Fig.7 of [11]. If time delays inside the interferometer are neglected this test yields independent photon
results. But when looking at the results, which measure with acquisition time of 1.9 s (about 2600 photons,
Fig.3 of [11]) it only shows the difference between interference when using 2 beam-splitters and when using
one beam-splitter on a many monochromatic photons system. They will never find interference when
observing just one photon, because in this case interference isn’t possible.
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The extreme values of ():

G.

Starting point is (77): (d/d)2 = 1 – S2/{(H – ½k2)22}
Extremes at: / = 0  S2 = (H – ½k2)22
Taking x = 2 yields x polynomial: x(2H/k – x)2 = (2S/k)2
Use (81): A = 2H/k and (82): B = (3S/k)2,

(G1)
(G2)
(G3)

we now have to solve: x3 – 2Ax2+A2x = (⅔)2B
Solved with Maple10 worksheet “extremes_rho02.mws”, which follows below.

(G4)

One real and 2 complex conjugated solutions.
To be able to analyze this solution easily Use (84):
f(b) = (2(b+(b2-b))-1)⅓, with: b  (3B/A3)

(G5)

The dependency of angular momentum is only present in function f(b).
Using ½(-1+i3) = e ⅔ and ½(-1-i3) = e
i

, and (e ) = e  yields:

i1⅓

i

extreme(f,) = (A/3)(1/(e f) +e f), with:
max(f,= 0) = (A/3)(1/f+f)
i½

i½

 { 0, ⅔, 1⅓}

i½

(96)
(97)

The real solution is the maximum of (), because all solutions lay on the same circle in the
complex plane. The minimum value must be extracted from both complex conjugated solutions
taking the real part.
So:

min = ½max

(G6)

The extreme values of the polar-distance  of the Ideal Harmonic Oscillating Point in the 2D-plane
Orthogonal to the described direction-of-motion are analyzed with the following Maple 10
worksheet:

The Maple10 worksheet “extremes_rho02.mws”:
With the following used constants:

A = 2H/k and B = (3S/k)2
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